
Get out of auto 

I know it seems daunting. BUT YOU CAN DO THIS! Its going to take some time and a fair 
amount of practice. But, its not as hard as you think. 

With these basic steps. You can shoot in manual!

First, what does what and where is it!

First, pop your camera in to manual. (M on the wheel where your camera is currently in 
Auto)

Find the ISO in menu and see how you can change it. Find how to control your shutter 
speed which is the number that says 1/250 for example (usually the wheel controls this), 
then find how to control your F stop (this is your aperture, it will say F2.4 for example. 
You might have to hold down the -/+ button whist spinning the wheel to change this.

 See this exposure line? THIS IS IMPORTANT. You are controlling the three points (ISO, 
F stop, & Shutter Speed) to get your exposure correct. This line will be on your screen 
along the bottom when you look through the view finder. I shoot slightly under the 0 
(under exposed) to save any detail in the highlights but we will come to that in my editing 
videos. 

In my ideal world, my ISO will be as low as possible (100), 
shutter speed OVER 1/250 and my aperture F2.4 (its my lenses 

sweet spot!)

This is only possible in good light, outdoors in the open on a cloudy day, in the shade on a 
bright day, or by a window.



In low light, ISO is the one to change to get your shutter speed to 1/250+. Aperture stays 
where you want it.
Mine is usually F2.4 (go wider open if you can, for MORE light to come in! though watch 
your focus) 

In bright light, ISO 100, aperture stays and shutter speed can increase to let in LESS light 
by opening & closing much faster. 
You can also increase the Fstop to let in less light, but this will loose the background 
bokeh.

Are you still with me? Great!

Now, the triangle. ISO, SS, F. They work together, each will effect the other. They are all 
controlling the amount of light the camera lets in.

ISO

Sensitivity to light. This is the first thing you look at. How much light is available where I 
am shooting. The lower the number (100 is the lowest on most cameras), the lower the 
sensitivity to light. The higher (12800 on mine), the GREATER the sensitivity to light. 

If its very bright, 100, if its very dark, you will be up in the thousands. 

ISO is what you will be using to control your exposure. The higher the ISO goes, the 
grainier your image. BUT GRAIN BEATS BLUR ANY DAY! 



Next, APERTURE (F STOP)

Aperture is controlling how much light comes in, and also the depth of field

In low light, having your aperture ring as wide as possible lets in as much light as possible 
(though your depth of field becomes very very shallow and its easier to miss focus! My F 
stop (aperture) stays around F2.4 for family shoots, my own family images and weddings. 



For groups where there are a few rows of people, up the F to 5.6+ depending on how deep 
the group is to ensure all are in focus. 

For still life,(I use this in detail shots at weddings), you can drop the F right down as low as 
it goes (1.4on my camera, this may be higher for yours). This gives a beautiful point of 
focus and everything else will drop out.

NEXT, SHUTTER SPEED

You know those images of the waterfalls with the creamy misty water? Or the motorway at 
night with the car lights strewn all across the road? This is done by having the shutter 
speed held open for minutes at a time. Try it. Drop your SS to 3”, then take a photo. The 
shutter will hold open for three seconds. You can even use BULB, this holds it open until 
you click it again. 

Shutter speed it purely that. How quickly the shutter is opening and closing. Therefore it 
controls how much light is let in. 

The faster your shutter the clearer your image. Due to less motion blur. I keep mine above 
1/250

Sports photographers have super fast shutter speeds! Landscape photographers will use a 
tripod to hold the camera very still and use a slow shutter speed.



Now you have had a play and know how to control these three components, focus 
on something stationary by a window or outside. 

FOLLOW THESE THREE STEPS AND YOU HAVE NAILED 
MANUAL!

   
1. Set your ISO to what you think it will need to be (varies with every camera, the better 

your camera/lens the better low light capabilities and therefor sensitivity to light!)

rough guide

- Bright sunny day - 100
- Shade - 200-400
- Indoors in a well lit room - 200-400
- Indoors in a badly lit room - 600+
- Noticeably low light - 1000+

2. Set your aperture (F stop)
- 1.4 will give a very shallow depth of field, great for still life!
- 2.4 Fantastic for portraits and all my images! You see how there is usually one subject in 

focus and the others drop out? Its helping me show the viewer where I want them too 
look.

- 3+ larger groups if you want them all in focus
- 11+ deep groups

3. Then, look through your view finder at the object. Where is your exposure? Use your 
shutter speed to get the line to the middle (or slightly under like I do). 

Remember, keep the SS faster than 1/250. 

If its under exposed at 250 SS, Increase your ISO, if its over exposed, reduce your ISO

Then try the same exercise in a darker area and see what you have to do!

Manual takes practice, just like driving a car! But it comes automatically for me without 
even thinking. You can do this!

Well done :)




